Our company holds specialization in manufacturing, trading, exporting and supplying an optimum quality range of Shirodhara Equipment, Neti Pot and more. We ensure to complete the undertaken task within promised time frame.
About Us

**VSG Enterprises** has become the reputed business entity, within very short period of its incorporation in the industry. Founded as a sole proprietorship owned company in the year 2004, our company has focused its all efforts towards **manufacturing, exporting, supplying and trading** a huge array of Hip Bath, FRP Dhroni, Vasti Cap, Fiber Pathy, Wooden Dhroni, Massage Table, Shirodhara Equipment, Neti Pot, Steam Bath Chamber and Ayurvedic Equipment. Our company has become the name identical for offering quality approved and desired products to the clients. The entire range offered by us is manufactured utilizing quality approved material, which improves the efficiency and durability of the products. Over the years, our company has become the foremost choice of customers, as we are meeting their desires efficiently in terms of excellence of products as well as making fair business practices with them. Use of modern production techniques and methods has enabled us rising up with innovative products and coping up with the industrial preferences. Besides, to make safe and sound shipment of the consignment, we pack them efficiently using qualitative packaging material.

Our entire business operations are guided and executed under the intellectual guiding principles of our admirable manager, **Mr. B. Venkatesh Kumar**, who has tremendous knowledge as well as experience of the respective domain. With her excellent managerial qualities and...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/vsg-enterprises/about-us.html
PANCHAKARMA EQUIPMENTS

Reclining Steam Bath in Wood

Reclining Steam Bath In Wood

Portable Steam Bath

Panchakarma Equipment
STEAM BATH CHAMBER

Wooden Steam Bath

Steam Bath In Fiber

Steam Bath Chamber In Wooden Finish

Steam Bath
SHIRODHARA EQUIPMENT

Our Products

- Shirodhara Stand And Dhara Vessel
- Wooden Shirodhara Stand
- Wooden Shirodhara Stand
- Metal Shirodhara Stand
MASSAGE TABLE

- Massage Table - Fiber Pathy Dhroni
- Massage Table - Fiber Pathy Dhroni with Handles
- Massage Table - Fiber Pathy Dhroni with Stand
- Wooden Massage Table
AYURVEDIC BATH TUBS

- Junior Hip Bath Tubs
- Ayurvedic Massage Table
- Immersion Bath Tubs
- Plain Spinal Bath Tubs
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Steam Bath With Electrical Steam

Neti Pot

Jala Neti Pot

Wooden Massage Table
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Fiber Pathy

Fibre Pathy

Hip Bath Tubs

Foot And Arm Bath
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CONTACT US

Vsg Enterprises
Contact Person: B. Venkatesh Kumar

No. 94/95, 3rd Cross, NRI Colony, RIFCO Shantiniketan, Medahali, Virgonagar Post
Bengaluru - 560049, Karnataka, India

📞 +91-8047028207
인터넷 https://www.indiamart.com/vsg-enterprises/